Description of the masked AES
of the DPA contest v4

Abstract
This note describes the implementation of the AES cipher that is executed for the DPA contest v4 on an ATMEL ATMega 163 smartcard.
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Introduction

The cipher to attack is AES-256 in encryption mode, without any mode of operation. It complies with the NIST FIPS standard [NIS01]. In the notations
that will follow, some minor adjustments are done with respect to the standard;
for instance, depending on the context, SubBytes (resp. MixColumns) can be
considered on the whole state or on individual bytes (resp. individual columns).
It is mainly coded in the C language, and is compiled by avr-gcc; only some
constants to be stored in Flash memory are given in an assembly code. The implementation is protected against univariate side-channel attacks by a masking
scheme called “Rotating Sbox Masking” (RSM), and described in [NSGD12].
It can be considered that the protection by masking is added on top of an
unprotected AES. This “base AES” has those features:
• The key schedule is precomputed.
• The sixteen1 substitution boxes (sboxes) are called in this order:
0x0, 0x2, 0x4, 0x6, 0x8, 0xa, 0xc, 0xe, // Even sboxes first
0x1, 0x3, 0x5, 0x7, 0x9, 0xb, 0xd, 0xf. // Odd sboxes second
• The MixColumns operation is computed on a byte-by-byte basis, using an
xtime table.
The masking protection is an additive Boolean masked scheme, with statically masked sboxes (as introduced in [Mes00]). It adds to the “base AES”
those features:
1 The substitution boxes are labelled in hexadecimal, from 0x0 to 0xf, because their index
fits exactly on one nibble.
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• Sixteen masks Mi , i = J0, 15K, that are public information, are incorporated in the computation. They are precomputed as state-wide masks,
called Maskoffset and defined as:
Maskoffset = ((Moffset+0x0 , Moffset+0x1 , Moffset+0x2 , Moffset+0x3 ),
(Moffset+0x4 , Moffset+0x5 , Moffset+0x6 , Moffset+0x7 ),
(Moffset+0x8 , Moffset+0x9 , Moffset+0xa , Moffset+0xb ),
(Moffset+0xc , Moffset+0xd , Moffset+0xe , Moffset+0xf )) .
Notice that in the equation above, the layout of the bytes is transposed
with respect to the canonical representation of the state (i.e., lines represent columns).
• A random offset, noted offset, is drawn randomly in J0, 15K at the beginning of the computation; it determines the allocation of the masks for each
byte of the state. Explicitly, the state byte i is masked by mask Moffset+i .
In this equation, offset + i is to be understood “modulo 16”. We will do
the same assumption in the sequel concerning indices of bytes in a state.
• The sbox is replaced by sixteen masked sboxes, that are stored precomputed; their equation is MaskedSubBytesi (X) = SubBytes(X⊕Mi )⊕Mi+1 ,
where X is a byte. This means that the output mask of each sbox is the
successor of the input mask. This also explains why sboxes are not called
in the natural order; the goal is to prevent unfortunate demasking that
might occur otherwise.
• To pass through the linear layer, the mask bytes are compensated (by
exclusive-or), thanks to sixteen 128-bit precomputed constants, that are
equal to:
MaskCompensationoffset = Maskoffset ⊕ MixColumns(ShiftRows(Maskoffset )) =
Maskoffset ⊕ (
MixColumns(Moffset+0x0 , Moffset+0x5 , Moffset+0xa , Moffset+0xf ),
MixColumns(Moffset+0x4 , Moffset+0x9 , Moffset+0xe , Moffset+0x3 ),
MixColumns(Moffset+0x8 , Moffset+0xd , Moffset+0x2 , Moffset+0x7 ),
MixColumns(Moffset+0xc , Moffset+0x1 , Moffset+0x6 , Moffset+0xb )) .
• For the last round, the compensation is slightly different, because there is
no MixColumns. Instead of MaskCompensationoffset , the following constant
is added by exclusive-or to the state:
MaskCompensationLastRoundoffset = Maskoffset ⊕ ShiftRows(Maskoffset ) .
The protected AES can thus be represented by the algorithm 1. The unprotected version of this algorithm can be recovered by erasing the lines in blue,
and by trading MaskedSubBytes for SubBytes.
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Algorithm 1: AES-256 used for the DPA contest v4 [TEL14].
Input : Plaintext X, seen as 16 bytes Xi , i ∈ J0, 15K,
Key schedule, 15 128-bit constants RoundKey[r], r ∈ J0, 14K
Output: Ciphertext X, seen as 16 bytes Xi , i ∈ J0, 15K
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Draw a random offset, uniformly in J0, 15K
X = X ⊕ Maskoffset
/* Plaintext blinding
/* All rounds but the last one
for r ∈ J0, 12K do
X = X ⊕ RoundKey[r]
/* AddRoundKey
for i ∈ J0, 15K do
Xi = MaskedSubBytesoffset+i+r (Xi )
end
X = ShiftRows(X)
X = MixColumns(X)
X = X ⊕ MaskCompensationoffset+1+r
end
/* Last round
X = X ⊕ RoundKey[13]
for i ∈ J0, 15K do
Xi = MaskedSubBytesoffset+13+r (Xi )
end
X = ShiftRows(X)
X = X ⊕ RoundKey[14]
/* Ciphertext demasking
X = X ⊕ MaskCompensationLastRoundoffset+14
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A

The 16 masks

The sixteen masks Mi∈J0,15K are devised such that they form a code of length
n = 16 and of size 16 of maximal dual distance, i.e., 4 [BCG13]. This guaranties
that the function
x ∈ Fn2 7→ E [L (X ⊕ M )|X = x] ,
where:
• X represents any sensitive random variable,
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• M is a random variable uniformly distributed on the code (i.e., amongst
the 16 masks),
• E is the expectation,
is constant (i.e., does not depend on x) for all pseudo-Boolean function L :
Fn2 → R of algebraic degree d < 4.
Specifically, the code is chosen linear [CG13], of parameters [8, 4, 4]. It is
equal to
Mi∈J0,15K = {0x00, 0x0f, 0x36, 0x39, 0x53, 0x5c, 0x65, 0x6a,
0x95, 0x9a, 0xa3, 0xac, 0xc6, 0xc9, 0xf0, 0xff} .
It is auto-dual, hence of identical minimal distance and dual distance.
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